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TEN WAYS TO CONTROL ALUMINUM COSTS
Are your aluminum costs sky high?
Are you struggling to understand why?

Here is a list of things you can do, or stop doing, to help you save big time. Most of these are simple
things that you can implement TODAY to realize immediate savings. If your bottom line is hurting, and
you feel like a slave to your aluminum supplier then check out the below tips!

ONE

Get the price per pound
of raw materials in your
BOMs (Bills Of Material).
If you sell your scrap aluminum
by the pound, but are pricing
your extrusions in your purchase
orders and BOMs by the foot,
how do you determine your
yield? You can’t. Say you have
1,000 linear feet of extrusions
at $2.50 a foot. After you cut
all of this material you are left
with 500 lbs. of scrap. What is
the yield? Who knows? The only
way to really determine what
you’re throwing away as scrap
is to know how much per pound
you’re paying for your extrusions
and then calculating how many
pounds go out to the recyclers.
Make sure you price your BOMs
and purchase orders by both
the pound (kilo) and linear foot
(meter). Then when you sell your
scrap each month you can easily
deduct its weight from the total

TWO
scrap bins
“ Your
are bins of lost
profits.
“
weight of material you used in
the same period and get an
accurate picture of your yield.
For example, if you used
50,000 lbs. of aluminum in a
given month and 10,000 lbs.
ends up as scrap, you know you
are getting an 80% yield.
Once you know your yield, you
can work towards reducing
scrap to improve your bottom
line. If you can’t see a problem
you can’t fix it.

Order optimal lengths
based on your supplier’s
production constraints.
Most extruders have limitations
either in the actual extruder,
their tempering ovens, or their
anodizing operations. If you
are ordering 15 foot extrusions,
but their maximum is 20 foot
extrusions they have to either:
a) Extrude shorter lengths,
decreasing yield from the
extruder and adding trim costs
which increases what you pay.
b) Extrude a thirty footer and
then produce two 15 foot
pieces.
This still does not maximize
the press, adds an additional
cut, and still gives you a
disproportionate amount of trim.
What you need to do is try and
fit your required sizes to your
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supplier’s optimized production
capacity. Do you really need 15
footers? Or were they ordered
ages ago when your old saw
could not handle a 20 footer,
and nobody remembered to
make the change?
No matter what the limitations
are, make sure you maximize
the size of purchased extrusion
lengths to ensure you are not
paying for either your or your
vendor’s inefficiencies.

THREE

Stop looking at scrap as a
source of revenue.
Most operators see the scrap
number at the end of the
month on their Profit and Loss
statements as a revenue number.
Well – it’s not. We cannot stress
this more. Now that you are
purchasing and accounting
for material by the pound you
can see your scrap number
as a measure of inefficiency.
Your scrap bins are bins of lost
profits.
When you purchase by the
pound, your costs are most
likely in the range of $2.50
per pound. Typically, scrap
brings in about $.50 per pound.
Therefore, the real cost of scrap
is $2.00 per pound. So, that
10,000 lbs. of scrap you got
$5,000 for is really $40,000

of lost profit. Not such a fun
number now! Get over it and
learn to hate that number.
Let’s assume a scrap rate of
18%. For every 10,000 pounds
of material, you’re losing 1,800
pounds or $3,600! If you
reduced your scrap rate from
18% to 12% for a net savings of
600 pounds or $1,200, (keep
reading to find out how!), you
could put a net of $1,200 per
10,000 pounds directly on your
bottom line. That’s a discount
of close to 5% on your material
costs. How much do you spend
in a year on aluminum? Would
a 5% rebate be a pleasant
surprise?
To help get that savings you
should view your scrap rate
as a trackable metric. Your
monthly scrap percentage
should be posted where every
member of your organization
can see it. Your percentage of
scrap is a measure of overall
organizational efficiency from
the sales team all the way to the
guy installing the job. Everyone
needs to own and understand
this number!

FOUR

Purchase only the amount
of material you need.
Stop over purchasing aluminum.
Buy only the amount of material

you need with a small 2-5%
margin for error. Whatever
your reason is for overbuying:
damaged material, variable
yields, or because that’s how
it’s always been done, having
a surplus of material makes
production think there is
room for error. Any pressure
to do it right the first time is
gone. Overbuying covers up
a host of other issues in your
manufacturing plant. If you buy
just enough material, and make
sure people know it, you can
pinpoint exactly where the issues
lie. You can’t fix what you can’t
see.

FIVE

Stop returning defective
materials to your supplier.
This is the absolute worst use
of resources. Your operator
has to take the piece of raw
material, move it to a separate
location, account for it, and
notify purchasing. Purchasing
then has to waste valuable time
calling the vendor and getting
an RMA. The show goes on and
on. At the end of the day, it is
YOU who’s paying for this. Cut
yourself a break. Lower your
costs by discussing the real costs
to both your operation and your
vendors associated with returns.
The defects you encounter in

Example: a typical shop using approximately 40,000 pounds of material per month could save 2,400 pounds
additional each month or $4,800 a month or $57,600 a year!
In short, not reducing your scrap costs your company real money on your bottom line. And that is just material
costs. There is that much and more lost profits sitting in the scrap bin in other costs.
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extrusions are typically:
1) a drag from extruding
2) a mar on exposed faces
from either bad anodizing or
mishandling or
3) transport damage.
In 90% of the cases, it only
effects a relatively small portion
of the profile. It is likely you can
still cut parts from a defective
profile. The remaining portion
you throw into a vendor scrap
bin. At the end of the month
you weigh the vendor’s scrap,
he credits you an agreed upon
amount per pound on that
material, and you keep the
scrap. This will save both of
you a bucket of money and
actually end up with you getting
compensated for some of your
costs associated with their errors.

SIX

Only cut what you need.
This one sounds pretty simple,
but you would be surprised
how many times operators cut

extra material if there is a high
probability that they may have to
stop what they are cutting, break
down the saw set up, re-setup
for the required part that was
damaged or miss-cut, etc. Those
extra parts at the end of the job
end up in the scrap bin. Again,
if your employees know that
there is limited room for errors,
you will be surprised how those
error rates drop.

SEVEN
Stop using a tape
measure.

Whether we like it or not,
finding employees that can
accurately read a tape measure
is becoming more and more
difficult. When combined with
mechanical stops, C clamps,
marks on the table, etc., the
problem gets even worse. The
cost to your operation in terms
of miss-cut parts, remakes,
assembly issues, quality,
installation, field complaints,
and so forth, far outweighs
the cost of buying a CNC

Measuring and setting manual stops
takes time, requires a great deal of skill, and
even with the best operator you will still get
miss-cut parts requiring costly rework. TigerStop
automates this process – increasing output
without adding labor. Using an automated stop
on your existing equipment with an easy to use
controller allows operators to simply punch in
a position, place material on the stop or push
it through using tables, and cut. Your operators
will never have to rework inaccurately cut parts.
TigerStops have repeatable accuracy of +/.004 inch. For your heaviest material loads,
use TigerTurbo and HeavyDuty 2 positioners.
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automated stop. An automated
stop will increase the speed at
which parts are cut and do so
accurately, every single time.

EIGHT

Store shorts by profile and
length.
One sink hole for time is tracking
what is known as drops/
remnants, or the end of profiles
that could possibly be used for
the next job. What does that
mean to the operator? Well,
while he is trying to track how
many parts he has cut and the
various lengths and profiles
required, he is now burdened
with doing the same for these
drop pieces, if he is paying
attention and does not think
they are parts that need to go
with the job. Make it as simple
as possible: put usable profile
parts into bins both by profile
and length. Instead of a massive
pile of random profiles, you
now have bins that the operator
can easily access and making
it simpler to use the short pieces
than pulling down a full length.

NINE

Use optimizing (nesting)
software and machine
automation.
Many companies will do
optimization (nesting) in the
back office, sending either
sheets of paper showing how
parts should be cut from the
different profiles or sending them
directly to the cutting station
if it is of the CNC variety. The
obvious reason is to reduce
waste.
There are problems with
this approach. Back office
optimization (nesting) software
is batch based and creates
cutting patterns based on the
entire job. They say “No battle
plan survives contact with the
enemy,” and it is the same with
back office optimization. One
miss-cut part, one change in the
field, one shortage of a given
raw material length, disrupts
the entire list and forces you
back into the manufacturing
engineering department to redo
the optimization. This is why
these systems are such a hassle

and expensive to use.
Most of these systems require
you to track your inventory and
drops (usable sections that the
back office optimizer could not
find a good solution for in the
last batch), which it then uses
in the next batch. But the work
to track and store these parts
adds significant time, cost and,
confusion to the operator’s day.
Not to mention, the probability
one of those sections is
damaged or used to remake a
part without anyone’s knowledge
is almost 100%. This will again
require your manufacturing
engineering department to
have to redo those optimized
cutting patterns and operators
to wait for updates. Ultimately
back office optimization
systems do increase yield, but
simultaneously increase your
labor cost.
Alternately, optimization at the
machine and the ability to cut
around defects (fork lift stabs,
discoloration, mars, etc.) and
scan the raw material length is
possible. An automated cutting
system with these features can
give you the same or better
yield, lower labor and rework

costs, eliminate tracking drops
and raw material inventory,
and reduce the heavy costs
associated with back office
optimization.
All your operator needs to do
is remember “Worst First.” The
bottom line: introduce your worst
parts first, i.e. remnants, defects
and drops, at the beginning of
the run.
Doing this will:
1) Eliminate the need for your
engineering department to do
optimization because it is done
at the saw without any added
labor.
2) Eliminate the hassle of
keeping track of drops and
defective material, because they
are placed in bins and used
later on in the manufacturing
process.
3) Improve overall yield.
This trifecta will make a
significant addition to your
bottom line while simplifying
your production processes.
How is this different from what
you are doing now? Most

Crayon Defect Marking software

is a great upgrade available to TigerStop
products. Used in conjunction with our fully
automated push feed saw, the TigerSaw 2000,
operators can use UV crayons to mark defects
in the material.
TigerSaw 2000 will scan the UV marks and
material length, then cut around the defects
and optimize all the material giving the best
yield possible.
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operators cut using a best first
approach, cutting full stock
lengths first and using scrap or
remnant parts when they get
to the end of their cut list. The
“Worst First” approach is the
opposite, and means starting
with your remnants. Enter the
remnant length and the software
will determine if the part is
usable. If it is usable, you are
golden – if not, simply mark the
remnant with a tick and move
to the next piece. Once you
have remnants with three ticks
on them, you know you are
not going to use them and can
put them in the scrap bin for
good. Watch that pile of drops
and usable scrap disappear
overnight.

TEN

Back to the Scrap Bin
Again.
You hear a lot about Key
Performance Indicators (KPI).
Well your scrap bin should be
one of your top KPI’s. When
mistakes are made on the
floor, where is it that they go
to hide? Into the scrap bin of

course. This is where you make
them disappear without a lot of
questions.
Take some time and analyze
why each piece is there. You
will find out more about what is
going on in your operation than
a lot of the reports you look at
daily. You will quickly find out
what is and is not working. Was
it the wrong length, did it get
welded out of square, was it the
wrong extrusion that got cut?
Was the paint prep badly done?
Did it not pass quality control,
and if so, why? There are many
reasons you scrap parts, but by
cataloging them you can start to
address each reason one at a
time.

Summary

Raw material costs, in businesses
that process aluminum
extrusions, are typically in
excess of 50% on Profit & Loss
Statements. Controlling these
costs has a greater impact on
your bottom line than any other
effort you can make. If you
follow these ten simple steps you
can see a dramatic decrease
of your scrap waste and a big
boost to your bottom line.
Automation plays a large

role as well. Many CNC style
automation solutions pay for
themselves very quickly with
the ongoing savings continuing
for the lifespan of the machine.
There are a number of systems
that will allow you to optimize
and print individual part labels
for easy identification and
sorting right on the production
floor. The right size equipment
for any size shop is out there
and is affordable. More so than
you can imagine. Investing in the
right equipment will allow you to
start whittling down your scrap
rate, your rework rate, and labor
costs. (Tip: this is where dealing
with those defects and drops
really starts to pay off!)
TigerStop specializes in
technology that can help you
achieve significant saving in
your cut to length operations.
From simple solutions you can
add to your existing equipment
to full systems for a dramatic
increase in efficiency.
In addition, we have solutions
that can push, pull or position
material for any cutting, boring
or drilling application. If you
want to learn more about any of
these products give us a call at
360.254.0661, or check us out
at www.tigerstop.com. TS

Doing the math to figure out the optimal yield from your material is hard, and doing it

in the back office can lead to errors and confusion. TigerStop comes with optional Dynamic
Optimization™ (nesting) software which will do all the work for you. Just enter a cut list and
TigerStop will determine the best cutting order to maximize your yield. When combined with
TigerStop’s label printer, sorting has never been easier.
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CASE STUDY:
HESTER FABRICATION
Finding Skilled Workers Just Got Easier
There is a Skilled Labor
Shortage and Finding Qualified
Fabricators is a big Challenge

“As a small shop, being able
to free up our top guys to
do other work is extremely
important. For us, the ability to
have anyone walk up to the saw
and easily cut accurate pieces
quickly has been invaluable.”
–Daniel Hester, Founder, Hester
Fabrication
In 2010 Daniel Hester, a
civil engineer working for a

major construction company,
decided to start a small shop
in his garage in Oakland,
California. Daniel had been
working in heavy construction
for over a decade designing and
managing bridge construction,
and wanted to pursue his dream
of starting a shop of his own.
His extensive civil engineering
background lent itself nicely
to starting a shop of his own.
Daniel’s garage business quickly
grew to be a full time gig.
Today that tiny garage shop
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has transformed into Hester
Fabrication, a small precision
fabrication shop that primarily
does prototypes and short run
production jobs. Small is relative
though. The shop encompasses
a 6,600 square foot space in
the Hayward Airport Industrial
Complex.
Daniel, accompanied by
8 employees and his shop
foreman, a.k.a. Hayden the
Doberman, specializes in
engineering and building
devices for industrial use in

an array of manufacturing
industries. “Our clientele
includes several large multinational companies, and we
regularly ship our fabricated
goods across the country and
internationally. Our products
include high-end security safes,
construction equipment, and
material handling devices.”
Daniel explains that Hester
Fabrication’s goal for the
future is to continue to develop
innovative products and be
the go-to source for companies
who need turn-key solutions.
Daniel is described as being
obsessed with the details, and
with building things that will
last forever. But Daniel is most
passionate about designing
and fabricating sophisticated
solutions to complex problems.
So where did Daniel turn when
he was facing difficult problems
of his own?

benefits to its craft personnel,
finding enough people with
the skills to do what we do is
extremely challenging. Our
guess of what the future holds is
that finding skilled craftsmen is
only going to be harder, so we
have been filling our shop with
only the best equipment out there
in order to be less constrained
by the limited number of skilled
workers. The TigerStop is a
clear example of that,” explains
Daniel.

“As a young business, one of
our biggest obstacles has been
finding qualified fabricators
in the shop. Even a shop that
provides great wages and

The Hester Fabrication crew
uses their TigerStop on a 12-inch
cold saw to cut steel tube for a
number of fabrication goods.
“Because of the high variance in
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the type of work we do, we have
to be a very lean and highly
productive shop, but because
we also do high-end fabrication
work for very discerning
customers, quality comes first.
Our TigerStop has been a
success in not only making us
much more productive, but also
by significantly reducing the
amount of rework due to poorly
cut pieces.
The Hester Fab team regularly
builds tube frames to within
1/32” and prior to installing
their TigerStop, this type of work
required an incredibly skilled
fabricator to layout and cut
the pieces. “Before we had a

TigerStop, we would generate a
cut list from our design software
and give it to the shop foreman.
Depending on the complexity
and dimensional tolerances of
the job, he would either assign
someone to cut the parts, or,
if it was a high tolerance job,
he would complete the layout
and cutting himself. Our saw
previously only had a manual
stop that was 3’ long, so if our
parts were ever longer than
3’ we would have to manually
layout with a tape measure and
scribe each cut. Even parts
shorter than 3’ required skill to
set the stop up correctly and
accurately, which took a lot of
time.”
“Now, with our TigerStop,

we are able to put a young
apprentice on the saw and get
better results in a fraction of the
time. As a small shop, being
able to free up our top guys
to do other work is extremely
important. For us, the ability to
have anyone walk up to the saw
and easily cut accurate pieces
quickly has been invaluable,”
says Daniel.
Hester Fabrication’s TigerStop
has helped the company
make better use of its staff and
resources. Now employees with
the most skill can spend more
time on tasks like designing and
engineering products, rather
than spending hours cutting
parts. This has allowed Hester
to grow exponentially as an
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all-in-one engineering, design,
and fabrication shop. The Hester
Fab team can now focus on the
details that really matter, like
working with customers and
their engineering departments
to quickly develop innovative
products. TS
www.hesterfabrication.com

CASE STUDY:
ITZKO GLASS & METAL
Increasing Production 5 to 6 Fold
“TigerStop has allowed us to
speed up production... It has
helped us complete 5-6 times
the amount of work per year.”
- Colin Itzko, Founder & CEO,
Itzko Glass & Metal
In 2008 Colin Itzko had a
grand vision. He wanted to start
a top of the line commercial
glazing firm of his own. It was
smack dab in the middle of the
financial recession, but Colin
was determined, and thus, Itzko
Glass & Metal, or IGM, was
born.
IGM is now one of the leading
design-build glazing contractors
in the country. Colin and
his team of 20 design and
engineer everything in house
and partner with architecture

firms, developers, and general
contractors to facilitate their
common goal of constructing
sustainable buildings throughout
the region.
Colin was able to defy the
odds thanks to his unwavering
tenacity and in part, his use of
technology. He was an early
adopter of Social Media and
shared IGM content on various
social networking platforms.
“We were one of the first
construction companies on
Facebook back in 2010, as well
as on Instagram. We made use
of Social Media to showcase
our work. We’ve found that this
allows people from all over the
world to see what we do and
what we are capable of.”

Not only does Itzko pride itself in
being savvy online, the company
uses leading manufacturing
technology to produce excellent
work. Colin explains, “IGM
prides itself on the utilization of
technology and integration of
technology and new methods in
all of our work.”
In 2011 the team incorporated
TigerStop equipment into their
production cycle. “Itzko Glass
& Metal, Inc. (IGM) uses a
TigerStop automated fence
on our chop-saw for our nonferrous metal fabrication. We
have the ability to take shop
drawings from preconstruction
and update them with rough
opening fabrication sizes after
field measurement. We then
kick this data into an IGM
standardized Excel format
which our employees use during
fabrication.”
TigerStop equipment has
integrated nicely into the IGM
manufacturing process and the
employees have had success
operating the equipment as well.
Colin further explains, “Our
TigerStop not only saves an
abundance of time, it’s easy and
trustworthy for our employees
to use. I would say that having
a TigerStop has allowed us to
speed up production… it has
helped us complete 5-6 times the
amount of work per year.”
Being able to complete many
times the amount of work per
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year has allowed IGM to remain
a key player in an increasingly
competitive industry. “Having
this device [TigerStop] helped
set us apart from our competition
while accelerating fabrication.
It allows ANYONE to walk up,
punch in a numerical value, and
cut 1 or 1-million of the same
size. It truly is phenomenal.”
Since 2010 the Itzko team
has completed over 200
projects throughout Northern
California. Quite an incredible
feat considering the average
project’s scope and the
prestigious clientele IGM has
acquired. Some of the more
notable projects IGM has
completed include storefronts,
curtainwalls, and architectural
windows & doors for Disney,
Peet’s Coffee & Tea, REI, Chase
Bank, Target, and Chipotle.
“Itzko Glass & Metal, Inc. (IGM)
utilizes TigerStops automated
fence on EVERY project we
are contracted on,” explains

Colin. “We literally use it for
EVERY single thing in relation to
cutting.”
With all of the time saved using
TigerStop equipment you would
think Itzko Glass & Metal team
might kick back and relax on
occasion. This is hardly the
case. The company’s founder
has done an incredible job
giving back to the community
and actively engaging IGM in
charitable endeavors.
IGM is a proud
supporter of the
“Adopt-a-highway”
program with 5
locations in Northern
California. They also
support local sports
teams. IGM was
recently featured on
the ESPN highlight
reel for their support
of an Elite Skills
Basketball Camp
founded by DeMarcus
Cousins of the
Sacramento Kings.
The camp supports
underprivileged
children and teaches
important athletic and
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life skills to serve them on and
off the court.
Colin Itzko’s impressive business

acumen and philanthropic nature
has earned him a nomination
as a finalist in the Sacramento
Business Journal’s “40 under
40.” He continues to defy the
odds, and this December will
mark Itzko Glass & Metal’s fifth
anniversary. Keep your eyes
peeled- we will surely hear more
from Itzko Glass & Metal in the
future! TS
www.igm-ca.us
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